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With ACTIV CUSTOM reinforced protective folio cases, made in France, your tablets are always fully 
protected in case of drops and shocks. These protective cases are certified to IK08 standard for 
resistance to shocks.

These folio cases offer excellent ergonomics at the office or in a meeting. They are also easy to carry 
around and suited for semi-nomadic uses.

Many options are available for you to adapt your ACTIV case to your specific needs. The ACTIV 
cases are also adjustable to any device brand. 

REINFORCED PROTECTIVE CASE
FOR HHD (907)

PERIMETRIC BUMPER
Double integral bumpers on the 4 
sides of the device absorbs lateral and 
corner shocks both from above and 
below.

PATENTED INNOVATION

*TFP 4.0
The new generation of 
MOBILIS® exclusive anti-
shock material

Specifically made to cushion 
shocks even the most violent, 
it instantly absorbs up to 
90% of impact energy, then 
disperses it. Thus, no shock 
wave is transmitted to your 
device. This new TFP 4.0 
generation is reinforced with 
more microcells, to be more 
efficient in repeated impact 
absorption.

+ Exclusivité MOBILIS®

Compatible with docking station

Shock cushioning

Shock wave absorption

Impact energy dispersion
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REINFORCED PROTECTIVE CASE
FOR HHD (907)

PORTABILITY OPTIONS

SecureClipCrocodile Clip

907F-EAC-CROCLI

Always on top in the middle. 
Non compatible with rotative wheel.

907F-EAC-WHEEL

Always in the middle of the back case. 
Non compatible with Crcodile Clip.

360° rotating removable 
hand strap with Clip 06 :

Wearable arm band
with Clip 06 :

Belt Clip with Clip 06 : 

MenDaTOrY fOr :

Elastic hand strap Universal stylus strap Rings to attach the shoulder strap

Belt strap Clip 06

Shoulder strap

Pack of 10 straps

Ref. 001036

Safety carry shoulder strap      
2 attachment points

Ref. 001027

Ergo shoulder strap - 2 
attachment points. Ideal for 
transport and occasional typing   

Ref. 001025

INCLUDED
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Stylus

Pack of 10 capacitive stylus 
+ spiral cords

Ref. 001054

Pack of 10 spiral cords to 
attach the stylus

Ref. 001032

Pack of 10 retractable 
capacitive stylus + spiral cords

Ref. 001030

Pack of 10 spiral cords for 
stylus with elastic tube

Ref. 001033

REINFORCED PROTECTIVE CASE
FOR HHD (907)

ACCESSORIES

MOBILISDATACAPTURE®, the MOBILISDATACAPTURE® logos (logo MOBILIS DATACAPTURE®, logo MOBILIS® DC et logo M), and other distinctive signs appearing on this file are trademarks of MOBILIS DEVELOPMENT. All logos are also protected by 
Copyright. Non-contractual pictures. 


